OA 4202, Homework 4
Nedialko B. Dimitrov

1. (AMO)

2. (AMO)

3. (AMO)

4. You are working for a group that has been monitoring a terrorist organization. Your group
has intercepted enough communications and gathered enough intelligence to reconstruct the
terrorist organization’s social network. . . you know which terrorist is friends with which other
terrorist. There is some possibility that this terrorist organization may soon split into two
organizations. How would you find a likely split?
For an alternate wording of the same problem, consider:

5. You own your own temp-agency. Every month you have a pool of temporary workers and a
pool of open jobs to be filled with temporary workers. Based on a worker’s resume, you are
able to discern the jobs the worker is eligible to fill. Specifically, worker i is eligible for the
jobs in the set N (i). Your agency receives $5 for every feasible match between a worker and
a job that you make. Of course, you can match each worker to at most one job, and each job
1

can be matched to at most one worker. How would you make the most pairings, to maximize
your temp-agency’s revenue?
6. (AMO)

(Hint: While the way to solve this problem bears some resemblance to the tanker problem,
the graph for this problem is not like the one for tanker problem we discussed in class. That
is because each nurse can work at most one of the three shifts, and cannot simply continue
from one shift to the next. If you need a further hint, see AMO Application 6.3.)
7. (AMO) You are in charge of a wood product company, and you would like to maximize the
total wood yield of the forests owned by your company. Suppose your company controls two
forests and wants to identify the best cutting schedule over a planning horizon of three years.
Your company only harvests mature trees and studies performed by the company predict that
wi j wood units will mature in forest i on year j. If the wood is available for harvesting one
year, but we choose not to harvest it, then it is also available for harvesting in the following
years. In other words, trees grown up to harvesting size accrue over time. The company has
also performed economic predictions that show it should harvest at least lj wood units in
year j. The economic predictions also show that if the company harvests more than uj wood
units in year j, the market would be flooded and wood prices would bottom out.
Formulate the problem of determining a schedule with maximum wood yield as a network
flow problem.
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